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Abstract The number of out-of-school science programs, which refers to science education at outside school
environments, is gradually increasing. Although out-of-school programs are generally considered to be important for
the development of pupils’ science knowledge and skills, more evidence concerning the learning effect of these
programs is needed. In the present study, we explored whether different degrees of implementation of a connected
in-school and out-of-school science program affect pupils’ cognitive science skills in relation to
teachers’/instructors’ support. We used a multiple case study design with four cases comprising three different
degrees of program implementation: optimal, intermediary and marginal. The cases comprised pupils of upper grade
elementary school classes, their teachers, and the instructors of the out-of-school activity. The effect of the program
was measured by coding pupils’ performance with a scale based on skill theory, and by coding teacher’s/instructor’s
support with the Openness Scale. The data was gathered from microgenetic measurements over time, corresponding
with an in-depth analysis of the process of change in naturalistic conditions. We found the highest learning effect in
the optimal program implementation, which indicates that it is favorable to implement the complete program, and
train teachers/instructors to use open teaching focused on conceptual understanding.
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1. Introduction
In order to gain insight into the development of pupils’
science knowledge and skills, it is important to study the
various ways in which pupils develop understanding and
the ways teachers and instructors in science programs can
support this learning process optimally. There is already
considerable evidence suggesting that out-of-school science
programs contribute to the science learning process [1-6]. In
this study, out-of-school learning refers to “education
taking place during school hours and according to the
curriculum, but using learning sources and educational
environment outside the physical school buildings” [7].
Recommendations for practice derived from research
often focus on the three important components of out-ofschool programs: a) preparation for a visit out of school; b)
the actual visit; c) incorporation of the subject matter in
the school curriculum [6,8,9,10,11,12]. These components
stress the importance of connecting the out-of-school science
activity with the school curriculum, creating a connected

in-school and out-of-school science program. Despite the
growing evidence that out-of-school science programs are
beneficial, only scant attention is paid to the cognitive
learning effect of these less formal science programs when
compared with the learning effect in regular school
settings. The current multiple case study aims to contribute to
this deficiency by examining teaching and learning
science in a connected in-school and out-of-school science
program by using a microgenetic method [13,14].

1.1. Project Implementations of Connected
In-school
and
Out-of-school
Science
Programs
Several studies have pointed to the importance of
connecting the out-of-school activities to the school
curriculum (see e.g., [1,2,15]). In two meta analyses, Rickinson
et al. [1] found evidence that out-of-school programs, if
well planned and embedded into the school context, add
value for learning. However, research also shows that outof-school programs are often not adopted properly [8,10,16].
Consequently, it seems that the effect of connected in-
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school and out-of-school science programs is dependent
on the implementation. According to Durlak and DuPre
[17], the effect of implementation is dependent on: a) the
quality of the program implementation (i.e., how well the
program components have been carried out); and b) quantity
of program implementation (i.e., dosage of components of
the originally intended program that was carried out).

1.2. Different Forms of Knowledge and
Understanding
In order to determine whether out-of-school science
programs offer significant learning effects for pupils,
scholars have been investigating the cognitive learning
gains of these programs(e.g., [2,18]). When focusing on
the cognitive aspects, three types of knowledge can be
taken into account: procedural knowledge, declarative
knowledge, and conceptual knowledge or conceptual
understanding. In this study, we focus only on the latter
two. Declarative knowledge refers to the recall of factual
information (e.g., definitions), traditionally defined as
knowing ‘that’, or as ‘knowledge about’ [19]. This type of
knowledge does not imply deeper scientific reasoning.
Declarative knowledge is a less complex form of
knowledge [20], which naturally accumulates as pupils
grow older. Declarative knowledge acquisition occurs by
assimilating new information to existing schemata. This
may take place without making structural modifications to
existing schemata or concepts [21], unlike how conceptual
understanding takes place. Conceptual understanding, on
the other hand, refers to deep, complex knowledge related
to core understanding [22]. Consequently, an increase in
conceptual understanding during a connected in-school
and out-of-school science program can be considered to be
a positive cognitive learning effect of the implementation
of the program.

1.3. Development of Conceptual Understanding
and Declarative Knowledge
To learn more about the characteristics of the process of
cognitive development as an effect of a science program
implementation, it is necessary to observe the learning
process while it occurs [23], for instance, by using skill
theory [24,25,26]. According to skill theory, cognitive
development (i.e., declarative knowledge and conceptual
understanding) proceeds through different stages in a nonlinear way. Development is non-linear because it takes the
form of a dynamic pathway constructed in real-time and
through interaction with the environment. Skill theory
does not focus on the level a pupil reaches at a certain
stage, but at the level at which a pupil can perform in a
particular situation or context with various degrees of
support in the here-and-now situation. By means of a scale
based on skill theory, development of cognitive skills can
be measured by observing the pupil’s performances in
concrete teaching-learning activities [27,28]. As declarative
knowledge is lower ordered, its complexity level has a
limitation. In contrast, conceptual understanding can be
developed at a high complexity level. When pupils try to
solve a problem, they work through cycles of less
sophisticated and less complex skills up to more complex
forms of understanding. The construction of conceptual
understanding, which is constructed in the here-and-now,

is intertwined with the long-term development. In other
words, the changes in the here-and-now directly influence
the long-term development, and, vice versa, the long-term
development determines the short-term actions [29,30].
For instance, a teacher assists a pupil in learning about the
phases of the moon by shining a flashlight on a ball. This
form of help not only influences the short term actions
leading to understanding the phases of the moon, but also
influences understanding future similar phenomena, such
as phases on other planets, shadows, and rotations. On the
other hand, the pupil’s previous development in
understanding phenomenain space in the long-term
timescale affects the performance in the short-term actions:
understanding is built upon previous encounters with the
phenomenon. This suggests that observations in
naturalistic contexts involving potentially rich forms of
actual thinking and learning are necessary.

1.4. Teacher’s Open Teaching Style Focused
on Conceptual Understanding
All successful science education is based on a mixture
of active and inquiry teaching and learning, that is, selfregulated exploration guided by teachers. In their metaanalysis of 164 studies regarding several teaching methods,
Alfieri et al. [31] showed that pupils benefit from
enhanced discovery more than from direct instruction,
such as direct teaching and explaining. The authors appeal
for an approach, in which the teacher uses a strategy that
focuses on constructing explanations in guided discovery,
such as giving feedback, exposing pupils to workedexamples, scaffolding the learning process, and eliciting
explanations from pupils. Unfortunately, in traditional
science education, the dominant format is that of
transferring declarative knowledge, and evoking
declarative knowledge from pupils [19,32]. Teachers
frequently ask pupils for answers about declarative
knowledge that the pupils already have [33]. In doing so,
they are essentially trying to hold on to their prepared
lessons [34], and thereby neglect the complex process of
adapting to the pupil’s changing conceptual understanding.
In general, scholars agree that the best way of
stimulating conceptual understanding is by using an open
teaching style focused on conceptual understanding: i.e.,
eliciting explanations and predictions from pupils by
asking thought provoking questions [33,35]. By asking
questions and encouraging pupils to speak, the teacher can
probe pupils’ reasoning, helping pupils to explain their
thoughts, and consider different points of view. Another
aspect of open teaching is providing enough think-time in
order to increase pupils’ conceptual understanding
[36,37,38,39]. An open teaching style, which focuses on
conceptual understanding, using high quality questioning
is not easy to apply, as it is a complex practice [33].
However, Wetzels [40] has shown that trained teachers
can develop open teaching skills, resulting in more
optimal support in understanding scientific concepts.
Consequently, in science programs − both in and out-ofschool − the quality of teaching is essential, and can be
developed.

1.5. Co-constructing Conceptual Understanding
In science lessons where conceptual understanding is
promoted, the teacher and pupils both contribute to the
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reasoning process that is taking place in real-time. Both
teacher and pupils add new information to existing
concepts. This socially embedded process of adaptation of
the teacher, or a more experienced peer, to a particular
pupil’s thinking is both challenging and transforming to
the pupil’s old concepts [41]. Teachers - as being more
expert learners - have an important role in supporting (or
scaffolding) the learning process of the less advanced
learners, not by transferring knowledge, but by coconstructing knowledge together with the pupils [42].
Through support, the teacher brings conceptual
understanding to a much higher level than is expected
when no guidance is given [26,28]. This mutually
stimulating process is constructed in real-time [43], and
should be measured accordingly; that is, it should be
measured on the basis of real-time observations in
naturalistic settings, in which conceptual understanding is
constructed by pupils and teachers.

1.6. The Present Study
The aim of this study is to observe the learning effect
on pupils of a connected in-school and out-of-school
science program in relation to the support the teacher or
instructor gives during the program, using different forms
of program implementations. We wanted to know how
different forms of implementation of a connected inschool and out-of-school science program affect pupils’
cognitive science skills (conceptual understanding and
declarative knowledge) in relation to teachers’/instructors’
support. The cases comprise pupils from upper primary
classes in a science program, which took place both in
school with their teachers, as well as out of school with an
instructor. The implementation of the program differs per
case, that is, the implementation differs in quality of the
teachers and instructors (trained/untrained in using an
open teaching style focused on conceptual understanding),
and in the amount of lessons with trained teachers/instructors
(complete or incomplete program).
Firstly, we wanted to explore the co-construction of
understanding scientific phenomena, that is, the relation
between the support of the teacher/instructor and the
performances of the pupils. We focused on conceptual
understanding because of its potential to reach high level
of complexity. Our first hypothesis states the following:
Pupils’ conceptual understanding and teacher’s/instructor’s
support in eliciting conceptual understanding are related,
implying contingency, in real-time. Learning science is a
form of co-construction by pupils and teacher. We
expected that teacher and pupils would mutually stimulate
each other in performance and support. We expected to
see this coupling effect both within the lessons and over a
longer period of time.
Secondly, we wanted to find out if training in open
teaching facilitates teachers/instructors in applying
support focused on eliciting conceptual understanding.
Hypothesis 2ais as follows: Trained teachers/instructors
apply an open teaching style focused on the support more
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often than untrained teachers/instructors. We expected that
even a single training would show differences (cf. [44]) in
the application of an open teaching style. Additionally, we
were curious if the training indirectly affects pupils’
performances, presumed that teachers’/instructors’ support
and pupils’ performances are related (first hypothesis).
Hypothesis 2b states the following: Pupils show a higher
amount of conceptual understanding in the presence of a
trained teacher or instructor.
Thirdly, we wanted to know the significance of how the
program was implemented. Our third hypothesis is the
following: The learning effect in terms of pupils’
performances is related to the program implementation.
The program implementation is determined by the extent
of the program, that is, the amount of components (i.e.,
‘preparation’, ‘visit out of school,’ and ‘incorporation in
the school curriculum’) and whether the components
involved trained or untrained teachers/instructors. The
learning effect of the implementation is defined by the
change in frequency of instances of conceptual
understanding over time relative to the change in
declarative knowledge.

2. Method
In this case study, four upper grade classes of two
elementary schools participated in a connected in-school
and out-of-school science program during the preparation
period, the visit itself, and the post discussion period. The
visit involved an interactive presentation in a Mobile
Planetarium, one of the activities that the Science Network
in the North of the Netherlands offers. The pupils, all aged
9 to 12, participated in various activities with a teacher
inside the classroom, and they participated in out-ofschool activities with an instructor inside the Mobile
Planetarium. This study was carried out in a naturalistic
setting, which means that the cases were real and
ecologically valid. This also means that we had limited
freedom in selecting the cases, and that we had to accept
the cases as they were. We did not interfere with the
teachers’/instructors’ behavior or planning, meaning they
had the freedom to deviate from the program to fit their
personal preferences. To understand the micro-development
of teaching and learning in this connected in-school and
out-of-school science program, we used the microgenetic
method [13,14]. Because this study focuses on various
forms of program implementations, naturalistic settings,
and in-depth analysis of real-time processes, a design with
multiple cases was used. The cases differed in forms of
program implementations: optimal implementation (OI),
intermediary implementation (II) and marginal implementation
(MI). The quality of the program implementation was
determined by the pupils’ exposure to trained
teachers/instructors, and the quantity of the program
implementation was determined by the extent of the
program (Table 1).

Form of implementation of the cases

Table 1. Implementation Quality and Quantity
Quality of implementation

Optimal implementation (OI): case 1

Trained teachers and trained instructor

Intermediary implementation (II): case 2 and 3

Untrained teachers and trained instructor

Complete program

Marginal implementation (MI): case 4

Untrained teachers and untrained instructor

Incomplete program

Quantity of implementation
Complete program
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The training for the instructors consisted of a brief
workshop in open teaching, focused on eliciting
conceptual understanding. (See 2.2). The completeness of
the program refers to the three important components for
implementation in connected in-school and out-of-school
science program: ‘preparation’, ‘visit out of school’ and
‘incorporation in the school curriculum’ [6,8,9,10,11,12].
(See 2.2.).

2.1. Participants
The participants involved in the case study were from
two elementary schools in the north of the Netherlands.
From each selected school, two upper grade classes were
involved. The pupils' class teachers were included in this
study, except for in the case of one class (case 1). Because
this one class needed to follow the optimal implementation

variant, the class teacher needed to be trained. As the
teacher did not participate in a training in open teaching,
we needed to assign trained class teachers from the
Science Network to this case. For organizational reasons
we had to assign two teachers, one for the preparation
lesson and the immediate follow-up lesson, and one other
teacher for the summary follow-up lesson. These teachers
were experts in open teaching focused on eliciting
conceptual understanding, as they trained the instructors,
analyzed the data of various instructors, and developed the
lesson manuals. Not only the trained teachers, but also the
instructors of the out-of-school activity connected to the
Science Network were included in this study. An
overview of other relevant case characteristics can be
found in Table 2.

Table 2. CaseCharacteristics
n
Grade School performancea Class descriptionb
Case 1 (OI)
21 4-5
530,5
Curious and enthusiastic, large differences in level of performances, and class is cooperative.
Case 2 (II)
25 6
542,5
Curious and enthusiastic, large differences in level of performances, and class is often boisterous.
Case 3 (II)
17 5-6
530,5
Positive attitude, and large differences in level of performances.
Case 4 (MI) 22 6
542,5
Very enthusiastic, thoughtful, asking questions, very high level of performances.
a
Note. Scores on the final standardized test (CITO) in 2013, including only pupils from grade 6 (M=535; SD=10). b Gathered from a questionnaire for
teachers.

The cases were comparable in most characteristics,
except that case 1 (OI) was the youngest age group,
contained various levels of performances, and was from
the lower performing school. This unique situation
suggests that if these distal factors had influenced the
learning outcomes of the program in terms of performances,
and the performances were positive compared with the
other cases, we would have a strong case for an optimal
program implementation.
Before the start of the study, the teachers, the
instructors, and the parents of the pupils signed an
informed consent form, and pupils of whom the parents
did not agree were excluded from the study.

2.2. Program
The quality of the program implementation was determined
by the pupils’ exposure to trained teachers/instructors.
Because the Mobile Planetarium is one of the out-ofschool activities connected to the Science Network in the
North of the Netherlands, it was compulsory for all
instructors to participate in a workshop on open teaching
and eliciting conceptual understanding (a short variant of
the Curious Minds training [40]), as this is part of the
network’s policy. The instructors participating in the
workshop saw worked-examples, and were trained in
applying an open teaching style, focused on eliciting
scientific reasoning in general and conceptual
understanding specifically. The instructors of the Mobile
Planetarium were confronted with results from a previous
pilot (video observations). The instructors assigned to the
cases 1 (OI), 2 (II) and 3 (II) were trained before the data
collection, and the instructor assigned to case 4 (MI) was
trained after the data collection.
The quantitative aspect of the program implementation
was determined by the extent of the program. In line with
the three important components: ‘preparation’, ‘visit out
of school’ and ‘incorporation in the school curriculum’
[6,8,9,10,11,12], the complete program comprised three

stages: preparation period, the visit to the Mobile
Planetarium itself, and the post discussion period. In the
preparation period, a lesson about phases of the moon was
given by the classroom teacher, and on the day of the visit,
a demonstration of a tellurium, which is a model to
explain the orbit of the earth and the moon, was provided
by the instructor. During the visit to the Mobile
Planetarium, the pupils participated in an interactive
presentation about the phases of the moon, planets in our
solar system, constellations, and galaxies. In the post
discussion period, two follow-up lessons were given: an
immediate follow-up lesson about constellations and
galaxies and a summary follow-up lesson about the
previously discussed topics. In contrast with case 1, case 2,
and case 3, case 4 did not participate in the complete
program. This case lacked the important component of
‘preparation’ by starting directly with the visit to the
Mobile Planetarium.
The manuals of both the out-of-school activity and the
lessons in the classroom were developed in cooperation
with the Kapteyn Astro Institute of the University of
Groningen and the Science Network in the North of the
Netherlands. The teachers received the lesson plans with a
manual several weeks before the visit. They were required
to follow the manual, but they could somewhat deviate
from it to adapt it to their own unique teaching style. Just
as the classroom teachers, the instructors of the Mobile
Planetarium were also required to follow the manual, but
they could also adapt to the real-time conversation.

2.3. Procedure
All lessons were videotaped. The teacher’s/instructor’s
and pupils’ utterances of the first 800 seconds of each
lesson were transcribed in order to code the utterances of
pupils and teachers/instructors as precisely as possible.
Because we wanted to compare absolute scores, it was
necessary to cut the codings off at the minimum lesson
time, which we determined to be 800 seconds. By
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comparing the codings of the 800 seconds of one lesson
with the codings of the entire lesson with a duration of
1030 seconds, we found that the percentage of utterances
per variable of the first 800 seconds hardly deviated from
the entire lesson. This means that the first 800 were
representative for the entire lesson. To observe the change
in the teaching and learning process, a detailed coding
scheme using video coding software, Mediacoder [45], was
applied. To determine eventual changes in the performances
of the pupils, which we assumed were related to the
support of the teachers/instructors (hypothesis 1) and the
program implementation (hypothesis 3), we compared
performances during the visit to the Mobile Planetarium
(t1) with those in the summary follow-up lesson (t2) five
weeks later. Both the visit and the follow-up lesson
consisted of a group conversation with no variation in
activities, which made the material suitable for comparison.

2.4. Instruments
To measure the performance of the pupils, a scale based
on skill theory was used [28]. The original scale consists
of 10 levels, grouped into 3 tiers, and builds in complexity.
Levels of complexity
Single representation
(4)

The first tier consists of sensorimotor skills- observations
based on sensorimotor experiences and action-perception
coupling. The second tier consists of representations concepts that are independent of specific actions, although
based upon them, which relate to non-observable entities
and observations of non-common objects. The third tier
consists of abstractions - general rules or laws. Within
each tier, various levels of complexity can be
distinguished. The scale is hierarchically structured;
within each tier, several steps are scaled from single
elements, combined elements, and multi-relational
elements. According to Schwartz & Fischer [26], the
transition from understanding at a sensorimotor level to
understanding at a representational level is a powerful
experience, as it serves as a foundation for more complex
representations. Accordingly, the first form of complex
understanding starts at the representational level.
Therefore, we coded utterances at both a representational
level (level 4, 5 and 6) and at an abstraction level (7).
Within the tier of representations, a distinction was made
between declarative knowledge and conceptual
understanding (Table 3).

Table 3. Variables Related to Pupils’ Complex Thinking Skills
Type of knowledge
Description
Examples
Declarative knowledge
Conceptual understanding

Representational
mapping (5)
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Declarative knowledge

Conceptual understanding

Representational
system (6)

Conceptual understanding

Single abstractions (7)

Conceptual understanding

Factual knowledge, observations of noncommon objects, definitions (one element)
Observations, predictions and explanations
with one element of the explaining
mechanism
Mapping factual knowledge, observations
of non-common objects, definitions (two
or more connecting elements)
Observations, predictions and explanations
with two or more elements of the
explaining mechanism, but the complete
picture is not yet given
Observations, predictions and explanations
with
all
relevant
representational
mappings. Change in one representation
affects the other representation.
Formulating ideas, concepts, laws

To measure the support of the teacher/instructor, as
expressed in the level of openness in the teaching style,
we used the Openness Scale of Meindertsma et al. [27].
This scale has seven levels on which utterances of the
teacher/instructors can be scored, starting from a closed
style, in which the teacher has a leading role (e.g.,
providing instruction) in the first three levels, moving to a
more open form of teaching, in which the pupils have
more opportunity to speak (e.g., providing think-time) in
the last four levels. In this study we focused only on the
part of the scale that measures openness (i.e., the last four
levels), which comprises the following hierarchically
scaled levels: asking closed questions, asking open
questions, encouraging pupils to speak further, and
providing think-time. Whenever openness was coded, we
coded for either eliciting declarative knowledge or
eliciting conceptual understanding. Table 4 shows an
overview of the variables related to teacher/instructor
levels of openness with corresponding examples.
The utterances of the pupils and the teachers/instructors
were coded in real-time fashion (exact time, with a
deviation of -1 second or +1 second), using a code book

That is the North Star. (4)
A galaxy looks like a spiral because it turns.
(4)
There are as many stars as grains of sand in the
Sahara. (5)
It has to do with the position of the moon; you
only see half of the moon, although it is
entirely round. (5)
You celebrate your birthday sooner on
Mercury because it is closer to the Sun. Then
the orbit takes less time; however it might
depend on the speed the planet is travelling. (6)
A galaxy is spiral-curved because of the
gravity in the center. It sinks downwards. (7)

with detailed descriptions and examples for the codings,
resulting in two timeseries: one for the pupils and one for
the teacher. We used the utterances of all pupils in the
class as one variable, as pupils co-construct knowledge,
and respond to previous input in the lesson. The coding
proceeded in multiple steps. The first step in the coding
was to determine the precise moment when utterances of
the pupil and the teacher started and ended. The second
step was to determine which variable should be coded on
the particular time stamp. The third step was to label the
variable by the type of knowledge or the type of openness.
The inter-observer agreement was assessed by
comparing the codes of the first author with those given
by an independent trained observer. The reliability of the
coding of 50% of the data was satisfying. For the
"openness of the teacher”, a proportional agreement rate
of 0.86; p< 0.000 was achieved, and for the “type of
support,” a rate of 0.79; p<0.000 was achieved. For the
“complexity of pupils’ utterances”, a rate of 0.86; p<0.000
was achieved, and for “type of knowledge”, a rate of 0.81
p<0.000 was achieved.
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Table 4. Teacher/instructor variables related openness.
Level of openness
Closed question (4)

Type of Support
Eliciting declarative knowledge
Eliciting conceptual understanding

Open question (5)

Eliciting declarative knowledge
Eliciting conceptual understanding

Encouragements (6)

Eliciting declarative knowledge
Eliciting conceptual understanding

Think-time (7)

Eliciting declarative knowledge
Eliciting conceptual understanding

Description of openness

Examples

Closed-ended questions eliciting declarative
knowledge
Closed-ended questions eliciting conceptual
understanding
Open-ended questions eliciting declarative
knowledge
Open-ended questions eliciting conceptual
understanding
Encouragements to reproduce more declarative
knowledge
Encouragements to formulate more conceptual
understanding
Think-time after a question which elicits
declarative knowledge
Think-time after a question which elicits
conceptual understanding

2.5. Analyses
To explore if the increase in eliciting conceptual
understanding was related to pupils’ conceptual
understanding, we first compared the amount of time the
teachers used to elicit conceptual understanding in the outof-school activity (t1) with the amount of time the
instructors used in the summary follow-up lesson (t2). We
followed the same procedure for the change in pupils’
conceptual understanding. We used the amount of time to
compare the data with the time serial data to explore the
real-time co-construction. To estimate the probability that
a difference between the two measurements was caused by
chance alone, a Monte-Carlo analysis [46] was used. This
non-parametric permutation test has good statistical
validity in the case of small samples, and is used in
combination with Excel and Poptools [47]. The software
also helps with the analysis of simulation of stochastic
processes. After calculating the differences in conceptual
understanding/eliciting conceptual understanding between
the out-of-school activities and the summary follow-up
lessons, the second step was to shuffle the empirical data
randomly per variable over both lessons (out-of-school
activity and summary follow-up lesson),and again calculate the
differences in conceptual understanding/eliciting conceptual
understanding. The shuffling resulted in randomly assigned
data to the two lessons. This outcome corresponded with
our null hypothesis, which stated that there would be no
differences between the two measurements in time. The
third step was to test, using the Monte Carlo simulations,
whether the differences in conceptual understanding/eliciting
conceptual understanding between the out-of-school
activity and the follow-up lesson were larger than the
differences in the randomly permuted data (expressed in a
p-value). We considered a change to be a trend if the
predicted direction of the p-value was between 0.10 and
0.05, and a reliable change in use of (eliciting) conceptual
understanding if the p-value was under 0.05. This
procedure was also applied to determine if the amount of
eliciting conceptual understanding differed between
untrained teachers and trained teachers (hypothesis 2a),
and if the amount of utterances of conceptual
understanding of pupils in a class with an untrained
teacher differed from the amount of uttered conceptual
understanding in a class with a trained teacher (hypothesis
2b). However, in this application, we did not count for the

Is the sun a star? (4)
What do you think. Will it become
dark or light if I turn it this way? (4)
What is special about Jupiter? (5)
Why do you think the shape of the
moon changes? (5)
Yes[↗] (6)
Yes[↗] (6)

amount of seconds, but instead we counted the frequencies
of utterances of conceptual understanding/eliciting
conceptual understanding, as we did not need to compare
the data with time-serial data to explore co-construction.
Because this analysis contained two different categories
(trained – untrained teachers/instructors) and not timeseries, in which case a trend of development could be
detected, a p-value of at least .05 was used to find a
reliable difference. To determine the learning effect of the
program (third hypothesis), we counted the frequencies of
utterances of conceptual understanding, declarative
knowledge, eliciting conceptual understanding, and
eliciting declarative knowledge. We calculated the
differences in absolute scores, and we were interested to
find a trend towards a positive learning effect (0.05 >p<
0.10) or a reliable change (p< 0.05).
Secondly, to explore the co-construction over time (first
hypothesis), we plotted the raw time-serial data of the
levels of conceptual understanding and the levels of
openness in eliciting conceptual understanding. However,
the graphs contained too many data points to find
correspondences between the pupils’ conceptual understanding
and the level of the teacher’/instructor’ support, and
therefore, we used a Loess smoothing of the timeseries
[48]. Smoothed data makes it easier to interpret the data
when the data points are very dense, as was the case in the
present study. The smoothing of the level of pupils’
conceptual understanding and the level of teacher/instructor
support on eliciting conceptual understanding in the outof-school visit and the summary lesson was plotted for
each case.

Figure 1. Possible effects of the program implementation
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Thirdly, in order to determine the learning effect related
to the program implementation (third hypothesis), we
defined a quadrant of effect of the program (Figure 1). All
effects concerned the increase or decrease in frequency of
both conceptual understanding and declarative knowledge,
relative to each other. Optimal learning effects of the
implementation were defined when an increase in
conceptual understanding was found (quadrant I and III,
left side of the table), and a lack of effect of the
implementation was defined when a decrease in
conceptual understanding was found (quadrant II and IV,
right side of the table). A difference score between
absolute change in conceptual understanding and absolute
change in declarative knowledge in favor of the increasing
conceptual understanding was defined as more optimal (cf.
[22]) than no difference or a larger difference score in
favor of declarative knowledge. ∆cu refers to difference
between amount of uttered conceptual understanding in
the summary follow-up lesson (t2) and the visit in the
Mobile Planetarium (t1). Similarly, ∆dk refers to difference
between the amount of uttered declarative knowledge in t2
and t1. An increase is marked by ↑ and a decrease by ↓.

3. Results
3.1. Co-constructing Conceptual Understanding
We hypothesized that pupils’ conceptual understanding
and teacher’s/instructors’ support in eliciting conceptual
understanding were related. In order to determine how
conceptual understanding was related to the support in
eliciting conceptual understanding, considering the form
of implementation, we compared the change in amount of
time (seconds) teachers/instructors offered support in
eliciting conceptual understanding with the change in amount
of time pupils’ demonstrated conceptual understanding
during the visit to the Mobile Planetarium (t1) and in the
summary follow-up lesson (t2), five weeks later (see
Figure 2).
In all cases, a change in time pupils used to utter
conceptual understanding corresponded with the change in
time the teacher’s/instructor’s used to support pupils in
eliciting conceptual understanding. In case 1 (OI) the
pupils’ conceptual understanding increased significantly
(+67, p=0.000), as did the support in eliciting conceptual
understanding (+135, p=0.000). Also, in the cases 2 (II)
and 3 (II), pupils’ performances and teacher’s/instructor’s
support appears to be related. In case 2, the probability
that the expected and observed positive change in the
volume of pupils’ conceptual understanding (+16) was
due to chance is p=0.103. The negative change in
teacher’s/instructor’s support (-2) is very likely due to
chance(p=0.436). In case 3 the amount of time pupils
demonstrated conceptual understanding clearly declined (-36),
(p=0.003), as well as the time the teacher spent on support
in eliciting conceptual understanding (-51; p=0.000). As
in case 1 (OI), pupils’ conceptual understanding also
increased in case 4 (MI) (+74, p=0.000), which aligned
with the increase in support in eliciting conceptual
understanding (+67, p=0.000). To conclude, a relation
between change in performances of pupils and a change in
the support of teachers/instructors was found in all four
cases.

Figure 2. Change instructor’s/teachers’
performances over time, per case
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support

and

pupil’s

In Figure 2 we discussed total amounts of (eliciting)
conceptual understanding. More information about the
dynamic relationship between support and understanding
can be obtained by taking a closer look at the way support
and understanding change over the course of single
lessons. By way of illustration, Figure 3 shows smoothed
time-serial data of the level of conceptual understanding
of pupils (blue line) and the level of support in eliciting
conceptual understanding of teachers (black line) within
the lessons. The peaks in eliciting conceptual understanding
and conceptual understanding are not only caused by the
amount of time the utterances took, but also by the level of
openness of eliciting conceptual understanding and the
level of complexity of conceptual understanding.
As in Figure 2, the process analyses (Figure 3) also
demonstrated a positive change in cases 1 (OI) and 4
(MI)in both teacher’s support and pupil’s performances in
conceptual understanding between the visit to the Mobile
Planetarium and the summary follow-up lesson . In case 2,
the patterns of pupils and teacher during the visit to the
Mobile Planetarium (t1) were rather similar to the patterns
in the summary follow-up lesson (t2). Case 3 (II) shows a
relatively dense pattern of peaks in conceptual
understanding during the visit, which decreased more or
less in the summary follow-up lesson. Within all lessons,
we see that when the teacher peaks in support (for instance
in the follow-up lesson of case 1, between 118 and 328
seconds), the pupils also tend to peak in amount and level
of conceptual understanding (between 328 and 391
seconds). On the other hand, pupils’ utterances at a higher
level might also elicit more support from the teacher (e.g.,
in the follow-up lesson of case 4, between 412 and 571
seconds). In other words, it is quite probable that teachers
and pupils co-constructed conceptual understanding in
real-time. However, this process was not optimal at every
moment within a lesson. In the summary follow-up lesson
of case 1, we see that it required a lot of effort for the
teacher to support the pupils to show conceptual
understanding, which eventually resulted in higher
conceptual understanding of the pupils (between 88 and
386 seconds). In case 2 (II) and 3 (II), the pupils seem to
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peak in conceptual understanding regardless of the support
(e.g., in the follow-up lesson of case 3, pupils peak
between 350 and 442 seconds). To conclude, on a macro
level, it can be confirmed that conceptual understanding

and eliciting conceptual understanding are related as we
had hypothesized, but at the micro level, the coconstructing process differed per case and per moment in
time.

Figure 3. Smoothed Loess curves of pupils’ level of conceptual understanding and teacher’s/instructor’s level of support in eliciting conceptual
understanding

3.2. Trained Teachers and Pupils’ Performances
We hypothesized that trained teachers/instructors apply
an open teaching style focused on the support more often
than untrained teachers/instructors (hypothesis 2a), and
that pupils show a higher amount of conceptual
understanding in the presence of a trained teacher or
instructor (hypothesis 2b). Figure 4 shows the difference
in amount of teachers’/instructors’ utterances eliciting
conceptual understanding between untrained teachers and
trained teachers (left) and the difference in amount of
utterances of conceptual understanding between pupils in
a class with an untrained teacher and in a class with a
trained teacher (right).

Figure 4. Amount of teachers’/instructors’ utterances of eliciting
conceptual understanding, and pupils’ utterances of conceptual
understanding in trained and untrained settings

The difference in the teacher’s support of conceptual
understanding is significant; trained teachers/instructors
supported conceptual understanding 80 times more often
than untrained teachers (p=0.000). However, pupils did
not demonstrate more conceptual understanding in trained
settings than in untrained settings (+14), contrary to what
we expected; the probability that the difference is due to
chance is p=0.127. The differences were only consistent
with hypothesis 2a, and not with hypothesis 2b, although
we know from the support of hypothesis 1 that over time
pupils’ conceptual understanding and teachers’ support in
eliciting conceptual understanding was related.

3.3. The Quality and Quantity of the Program
Implementation and Pupils’ Performances
To test the third hypothesis, “The learning effect in
terms of pupils’ performances is related to the program
implementation”, we applied the effect table (Figure 1 in
the Method section) to the data measured in the out-ofschool visit (t1) and the summary follow-up lesson (t2).
Figure 5 displays the results of the effect on the learning
outcomes.
The positive effect of the program is most salient in
case 1 (OI). Although the pupils in case 4 (MI) received
no preparation and no qualified teachers in terms of
training in eliciting conceptual understanding, the learning
outcomes of the pupils were also positive, especially
compared with the cases 2 (II) and 3 (II), which both
showed intermediary results. The effect of the program
was related to the program implementation, as we
expected; however, the effect was not proportional, as the
effect of case 4 (MI) exceeded the effect of cases 2 (II)
and 3 (II).
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Figure 5. Effect of the program implementation

4. Discussion and Conclusion
In this study we wanted to know how different forms of
implementation of a connected in-school and out-ofschool science program affect pupils’ cognitive science
skills (conceptual understanding and declarative knowledge)
in relation to teachers’/instructors’ support.

4.1. Overview of Findings
First, we found that a change in the pupils’ conceptual
understanding was related to a change in the support given
by the teachers/instructors, which supported our first
hypothesis. This pattern was salient in all cases. When
inspecting the data within the lessons, we observed a
process of co-construction within the lessons. This process
of mutual co-construction fluctuated over time, and was
not always optimal during the course of the lesson, and it
also differed per case. Second, we found that teachers and
instructors, who were trained in applying an open teaching
style focused on conceptual understanding, revealed more
utterances of eliciting conceptual understanding within a
lesson, which supported hypothesis 2a, although pupils
assigned to those teachers did not show a significant
increase in conceptual understanding (hypothesis 2b).
Third, the case with the optimal form of implementation
(case 1) showed the highest increase in conceptual
understanding., Participants of the intermediary implemented
programs (cases 2 and 3) showed semi-optimal and marginal
learning outcomes. The case with the marginally
implemented program (case 4) exceeded the effects of the
intermediary implemented program. Our third hypothesis
that the effect of the program was related to its
implementation is confirmed; however, the effect is not
proportional to the implementation.

4.2. Effects of In-school and Out-of-school
Programs
The results of this study confirm that the quality of the
program and its implementation is relevant: the optimal
program implementation is more favorable than the
marginal program implementation; however, it is still a
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matter of discussion whether an intermediary program
implementation is better than a marginal program
implementation. It is possible that the lack of increase in
conceptual understanding in intermediary implemented
programs was because the trained instructors in the out-ofschool activity were more capable of eliciting the
conceptual understanding than the regular, untrained
teachers in the summary follow-up lessons. The relatively
good performances of the pupils in the case with the
marginally implemented variant of the program might be
explained by the fact that, according to the teacher, this
class is in a high performing school, and has high
achieving pupils. Perhaps they might have performed even
better if the quality of support had been higher.
Considering that the case with optimal program
implementation was characterized as the case with the
youngest age group, with various levels of achievements
of a lower performing school than case 2 and 4, the
learning effect in terms of increase in amount of
conceptual understanding (relative to the amount of
declarative knowledge) is considerable, compared with the
other cases. Based on the results, we advocate that the
quality of the professional development of the teacher
plays an important role in conducting out-of-school
activities ([49]).

4.3. Limitations and Future Research
We used naturalistic, ecologically relevant conditions,
which meant that we were obliged to accept the cases that
signed up for a Mobile Planetarium visit. Also, we were
obliged to accept the conditions of the cases. For example,
in case 4, a substitute showed up unexpectedly instead of
the regular class teacher. In the observations we saw that
the substitute used the questions in the manual frequently,
in contrast with the other regular class teachers who did
not consult the manual very much. This might have
influenced the results. In addition, in case 3, the teacher
was not supposed to carry out the preparation lesson so as
to provide a fourth variant of the program implementation,
but in fact, she did carry out that specific lesson. Although
the instructions for the teachers were clear, apparently not
all teachers read the instructions carefully. Another
example of an ecologically relevant condition appeared in
cases 2 and 4, where the pupils participated in a school
project on astronomy, which actually interfered with the
research because the students in case 4 were meant to be
unprepared for the visit, but might have learned from the
school project, and therefore exhibited this knowledge
during the program. These unexpected situations resulted
in not being able to optimally distinguish between cases.
However, this study describes the authentic, real-time
processes.
The naturalistic, ecologically relevant context of
investigating connected in-school and out-of-school
programs makes it difficult to study effects with large
samples (a large number of schools) using randomized
control trials. For this reason, a better and more feasible
way of understanding the relation between teacher support
and pupils’ conceptual understanding is to focus on the
micro development of support and understanding in single
lessons, in characteristic cases. This study contributes to
existing research on microgenetic measurements over time,
corresponding with an in-depth analysis of the process of
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change in naturalistic, ecologically relevant conditions.
Using time-serial data, we were able to demonstrate how
processes of teaching and learning developed across the
short-term timescale (constructing understanding), which
provides a better insight into how short-term processes
may affect the long term development [50]. In this case,
pupils’ performances and teacher’s support regarding
conceptual understanding during the visit to the Mobile
Planetarium influenced the performances and support in
the summary follow-up lesson, and the real-time
interaction in the follow-up lesson was most likely
influenced by the long-term effect of the visit. How
exactly this relationship unfolds over the short-term
timescale of a real lesson and the long-term timescale of
successive lessons is a matter of future research.

teachers often fail to do so [6,8,9,10,11,12]. A training in
open teaching connected to an in-school and out-of-school
science program undoubtedly enhances teachers’ preparation
and implementation into the school curriculum.
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4.4. Implications for Practice
The practical implications of this study are threefold.
First, training in applying an open teaching style focused
on eliciting conceptual understanding is worthwhile, especially
when the training is related to the implementation of the
out-of-school visit into the curriculum. One of the
premises of the training, mentioned in this study, was that
the ability to adapt to pupils’ level of thinking and the
support offered to pupils in developing the thinking
process would lead to a higher, more complex, level of
reasoning. For instance, although the teacher in the
summary follow-up lesson of case 1 was constantly
probing the pupils to express conceptual understanding,
still the pupils struggled to perform at a high level of
complexity. It is possible that without the support of the
teacher, the pupils would have shown high performance
levels even less frequently, and generally performed at a
lower level. Consequently, it is advisable to train all
classroom teachers participating in a connected in-school
and out-of-school program with a coaching program, such
as Curious Minds [40]. This video-feedback coaching
program focuses on eliciting and developing unexplored
potential talents of pupils in science by teaching teachers
to see these talents, and to offer techniques to develop
them. Second, in this study we used a short version of the
Curious Minds program without the video feedback
coaching. We know from other research that a brief
training might only show short-term effects (see, e.g.,
[51]). As the instructors and external teachers had been
trained nine months before this program started, the
training effect in this study could have declined. However,
a strong and perhaps lasting element of the training was
that the instructors were confronted with results of the
effectiveness of the performances of instructors of the
Mobile Planetarium, which could explain the significantly
higher amount of support in eliciting conceptual
understanding compared with untrained teachers. Leach
and Conto [51] also illustrate that it is essential for
professional development to receive performance
feedback. This suggests that it would be advisable to
include performance feedback in a short training focused
on applying an open teaching style. Third, for teachers it is
important that the training is aligned to the ongoing
activities in the preparation, during and after the visit. We
know from other research that although preparation and
implementation of out-of-school activities into the
curriculum is highly recommendable (e.g., [8]), in practice
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